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START-UP iMPRINTING AND SHOCK DYNAMICS
IN LASER-TARGET LNTERACTION

I. Introduction

A high degree of ablation pressure uniformity is a necessary criterion for tht- •ucutt' of

laser-driven inertial confinement fusion. Asymmetries in the ablation prtSSurt nUILSt reullii

less than a few percent throughout the implosion proce if high gain is to 1- achievedi.

This places a severe requirement on the uniformity of the la&-&r beam since themruil diffwuson

is only effective at reducing those spatial nonuniformities with scalelengths smaller t fan

the separation distance between the absorption and the ablation region?2 With short laser

wavelengths, required for good laser-target couplinge, thermal diffusion is ineffexcti've at

reducing all but the highest spatial frequency nonuniformities. The ability of the re,.ntly

developed random phase plate (RPP)4 , smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD) 5 . and

induced spatial incoherence (ISI)6 laser smoothing techniques to produce a near',,: uniform

ablation pressure is strongly contingent on the degree of thermal smoothing in the ablating

plasma.6 '7 The SSD and ISI techniques benefit from temporal smoothing as a result of the

broadband nature of the laser light but residual nonuniformities persist with all three

methods. Nearly all shaped reactor-like laser pulses are composed of four distinct phases:

(1) an initial rapid rise to a low - to - moderate intensity, (2) a long temporal. low intensity

"foot", (3) a moderately rapid (power law-like) rise to high intensity, and (4) the main

drive portion of the pulse. See Figure 1. The first two regimes are usually referred to

as the start-up phase, and the ratio of the final drive power to the foot power is termed
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the dynamic range. The details of the actual pulse shape (initial rLse tirte, duration oA

the "foot", dynamic range, and final drive intensity) are dictat"I by the. target dt-sigi,

(material composition, layered/ ionlayered. target thickness) and the desired final vqlocity

of the target; but, in general, the pulse is desigied -A that the initial shock kee--ps tht

target on a low adiabat and breaks out through the rear of the target a., the laser mIt elýnItv

reaches the beginning of the drive portion of the pulse.

Thermal smoothing is not effective at reducing any inherent laser be[an nonuniformi-

ties during the "foot" portion of the pulse and the shock structture generated during the

start-up phase will mirror any residual laser nonuniformitieS.' The resulting small Initial

mass perturbations can grow linearly a order of magnitude or more, depending on the

target thickness, as a result of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability8 before the target beinsr,

the rapid acceleration phase.' The shocks produced during the start-up phase can be the

determining factor in the success or failure of the implosion process as it is the mass varia-

tions near the beginning of the drive portion of the laser pulse which will provide the seeds

for Rayleigh-Taylor 9 (RT) growth during the acceleration phase. For a target to implode

uniformly, the mass variations at this point in time must be < 1%.

We present the results from a series of numerical simulations using the FAST2D Laser

Matter Interaction Model7 ; and, in particular, we investigate two facets of the start-utp

problem. We investigate the impact of a shaped. reactor-like. ISI-smoothed laser beam on

thick (100's of microns), solid DT and layered DT targets: and, we investigate the irmpat
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of an ISI-smoothed laser beam on CH targets with target thicknesses and puLs,.. hapvý

similar to those envisioned for the NIKE Laser System1 °

II. Results

For most of the results presented here, we modeled the laser profile with a 20 x 20

echelon array with doo = 320 pm and a laser coherence time t, = 1 ps. doo is the effect•ve

laser spot size- The laser wavelength is 0.264 pm. This corresponds to a lens with an

F.,.b = 32. The laser spot is flat over the distance doo. The tranwsverse dirzwxsion is 160

,um, represented by 80 zones, and there are 120 zones in the longitudinal direction. The

ISI mode spectrum ranges between 8 pzm and 160 pm. This compares favorably with the

envisioned reactor-like parameters : F,,,,,r 2 30, doo = 600 pm and a 60 x 60 echelon

array. These conditions produce an ISI spectrum ranging between 5 pm and 300 pnm.

The instantaneous incident ISI laser profile exhibits large amplitude randomly fluc-

tuating structures as shown in Figure 2a. The long time average behavior (100 t,) still

exhibits some residual structure as shown in Figure 2b. Figure 2c shows the time averaged

incident laser profile after 1000 t,; aRMS = 0.037 with a maximum amplitude variation of

±8.6% These residual structures can be reduced in magnitude by lateral thermal smooth-

ing as long as the distance between the ablation region and the laser absorption region is

larger than the scalelengths of the residual laser asymmetries. To test this hypothesis. we

generated a moderately long scalelength plasma with a "perfect" laser beam before im-

pacting the target with an ISI-smoothed laser beam. The temporal pulse shape is shown
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in Figure 3a. The laser light is spatially uniform until ti ustc. at which tuuw the ISI sprc-

truxn is "turned on". Nearly all of the laser energy is absorbed betw-evn the 1A4 critical

density (15 um from the target surface) and critical density (1 tAn from the target surfiavct

surfaces. Figure 3d shows the isodensity contours of an 80 Mtn thick CH target at 16 s.vc

The target is quite uniform well into the rapid acceleration pishe. The mass jwr urbat iui

at 16 nsec is Am/m - 0.2%. This density profile is to be contrasted with the caw, of

a "frozen-in" 4:1 sinusoidal laser asymmetry shown in Figure 3tb at 9.5 ws-c. The initial

conditions are the same as the ISI case. A similar result is obtained with an ISI-like beam

with zero bandwidth, a rough approximation to an RPP. In this case. at 6( ns,.: the umni-

form laser profile shifts to a "frozen-in" ISI-profile. The target density contours are shown

in Figure 3c at 11 nsec.

The ability of the ISI concept to prod-'e a smooth ablation pressure is based on a

combination of temporal smoothing (over 100's of t,) and transverse thermal smoothing.

Transverse thermal conduction is difficult to achieve with a reactor-like shaped laser pulse

because of the long, low intensity "foot" prior to the main driving beam. The isodensity

contours for a 330 Asm thick frozen DT target illuminated with a shaped ISI laser beam is

shown in Figure 4 at 12 nsec. At this time the target mass variation (A(pr)/(Pr)) is 22ý'(.

Early in the laser pulse, the laser energy is deposited directly onto the target surface, Thc

highly nonuniform nature of the ISI beam results in spatially and temporally nonuniform

shocks traversing the target. The target surface, itself, is perturbed and as the shrck

passes through the target it leaves residual mass perturbations in its wake. These residual
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variations grow linearly in time, in a Richtrnyer-Meshkov-like inainer, as the target drifts

with a nearly constant velocity. Although it appears that a long pulse ISI laser tweain niy

severely perturb an ICF target, this should be contrasted with the impact of a temporally

equivalent laser pulse with a "frozen-in" 4:1 sinusoidal asymmetry. In this case. the lasr

asymmetry is imposed at t = 0 and the mass variation is greater than 2:1 at b nise-c.

Several target designs were investigated in an attempt to mitigate the impact of the

initial nonuniform shock structure. In one case, a 180 psm thick solid DT target with

a 100 psm thick low density (0.08 gm/cm3 ) DT layer was used. This layer reduces the

perturbation on the shock front to some degree before the shock impacts the frozen DT

target. The mass variation at 15 nsec is 21%. In order to model layered, dissimilar

materials, we incorporated a volume fraction method into the FAST2D Model. Figure 5 ts

an x - t diagram, isodensity contours of each material (spatially separated for visual clarity).

illustrating the shock structure stemming from a typical power law laser pulse impacting

a layered target of 20 0MAm frozen DT (0.201 gm/cm3 ), 30 Am CH (1.04 gm/cm3 ) and 100

um DT foam (0.08 gm/cm 3 ). The initial shock strikes the foam-CH interface at 5 nsec.

sending a transmitted shock through the CH and a reflected shock back through the foam.

The reflected shock strikes the free surface of the foam sending a rarefaction th,)ugh the

foam at about the same time (7 nsec) the transmitted shock strikes the CH-DT interface.

sending a transmitted shock through the DT fuel and a rarefaction back through the CH

These rarefactions decompress the target by about a factor of 2. The rarefaction strikes

the CH-foam interface (10 nsec) sending another shock through the CH and subsequently
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through the DT fuel (12 nsec). The combination of the foam-CH layers eliminates most

of the short wavelength mode structure stemming from the ISI beam and diminishess the

mass perturbation, A(pr)/(pr) = 177 at the peak of the laser pulse (15 nsec). ThIS

perturbation level is reduced to 9% by tailoring the laser pulse to rise sormewhat motr,

rapidly to eliminate the effect of the rarefaction. To investigate ii more detail the effe•t of

the shock-rarefaction structure on a material interface, we simulated a spatially tniform

laser pulse, with a temporal profile as above, impacting a DT-CH-foamn target with a 2

jim sinusoidal perturbation of the CH-foam interface. The temporal evolution (Figure

6) of this perturbation shows 4 phases of growth. The first shock strikes the CH-foarn

interface at 5 nsec and the perturbation grows with a linear RM growth rate of 7.8 x 10'

cm/s (Nkhe,-. = 7.6 x 104cm/s) , until 7.5 nsec when the rarefaction propagates through

the CH lay.!r rapidly increasing the spatial extent of the interface perturbation (there is

no change in Apr during this period). As the second shock compresses the CH layer the

growth stops (11 nsec) and the phase of the perturbation is reversed (13 nsec). These

results indicate that layered, multimaterial targets are beneficial in the sense that they

can mitigate the impact of the initial shock structure; however, the temporal shape of the

laser pulse must be more finely tailored to counteract the rarefaction stemming from the

fuel-ablator interface.

The ablation to absorption distance can be increased by using longer wavelength li.sr

light which would also result in an increase in the amount of thermal smoothing. However.

longer wavelength laser light implies poorer laser-target coupling and reduced efficiency. 3
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By combining long wavelength laser light at the beginning of the pulse wit h short wavw-

length laser light during the compression and acceleration phases., thermal smoothing would

be enhanced during the early phase of the pulse and las-er-target coupling would be en-

hanced during the acceleration phase. Using the same multilayer target discussed above.

the first 8 ns of the laser beam is modeled as 1.054 Am ISI laser light (t,= I ps) wh ich thell

smoothly evolves, over 1.5 ms, to 0.264 Arm ISI laser light (t,=1 ps) for the rest of the laser

pulse. At 15 ms, A(pr)/(pr/ = 4%. The perturbation amplitude at this time includes

1.5 e-foldings of RT growth. At 12 ms, A(pr)/(pr) = 0.9 %. Modeling the first 8 ns of the

1.054 •rm beam as being perfectly uniform results in a mass variation of only 1.8% at 15

ms (0.4% at 12 ns). These perturbation levels are still too large to enable the target to

implode uniformly.

In the absence of a "perfect" laser beam, a uniform blowoff plasma could be generated

by coating the target with a thin (O(few 100 A) high-Z material and striking the target

with a very short burst of x-rays. We have approximated this interaction by depositing

1/4 J of energy directly onto the surface of a frozen DT target during a 250 ps FWHM

pulse. The target is 330 Am thick. This energy pulse produces a very weak shock, O(10's

of kbar), and at 10 ns after the "x-ray flash", the density scalelength, at critical density

for 1/4 jrm laser light, is = 100(sm. The target is then illuminated with a 0.264 prm ISI

- smoothed laser beam at a 300 angle of incidence (with respect to the normal). For this

case, the laser pulse has a 5 xs Gaussian rise to an intensity of 1012 W/cra2 which then

evolves into a power law pulse which peaks at 3 x 10i4 W/CM 2 at 15 ns. A plot of the rays
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incident at an angle of 30' at the peak of the laser pulse is shown in Figure 7 a. The- t tirling

point of the rays is just outside of the critical surface and the plasma continues to absorb

energy from the rays until each ray contains < 1% of its initial energy. The maximum

mass variation of the target, A(pr)/(pr), is 4.8 %, at 15 ns. The aULSS perturbations art,

larger than the layered, multiple lascr wavelength cases, but significantly smaller t han t 1w

nonlayered, normal incident cases. Figure 7b illustrates the rays at the same time an(

angle of incidence as above but without the initial "x-ray flash". Note that there appears

to be some evidence for self-focusing.

The results of this series of calculations is summarized in Figure 8 in the form of a

histogram. The maximum mass perturbation level (in per cent) and the time at which

perturbation level is measured are denoted as well as the target and laser pulse charac-

teristics. These numerical results indicate that cold, low density foam layers, multiple

wavelength lasers and initial x-ray flashes can significantly reduce the mass perturbation

level stemming from the initial imprint of an ISI-smoothed laser beam. There is also ex-

perimental evidence that an initial x-ray flash can eliminate plasma jetting generated by

the initial imprint of an ISI-smoothed laser." The numerical results, however, indicate

that the perturbation level at the beginning of the drive portion of the pulse (several

percent) is still too large to enable the target to implode uniformly. Since it is the first

shock which is the culprit here, it may be possible to compress the target adiabatically

- without any shocks except for the final drive portion of the pulse - and circumvent thO

problem. This would entail a very long, slo" .y rising laser pulse. A pulse of this shape
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would generate kilobar-like pressures in the target and thus compressive stress. shear stress

elastic response and plastic flow become important considerations. We have developed an

elastic-plastic-hydrodynamic numerical model12 to account for these phenomena and now

apply this model to the study of an ISI-smoothed laser pulse on targets similar to thlose

envisioned for the initial set of experiments for the NIKE Laser System.

For the first case, the ISI-smoothed laser pulse has the canonical power-law profile

with a 1/2 nsec rise to 101" W/cm 2 , a t- 5/4 rise to 3 x 1014 W/cm2 at 6 nsec, followed

by a 3 nsec drive at this intensity. See Figure 1. The target is 60 M.m of CH. and the

laser wavelength is 1/4 psm with a coherence time of 1 psec. The target mass v-ariation

at the beginning of the drive portion of the pulse (6 nsec) is 3.6%. This is comparable to

the mass variation (3.8%) attained with the pure hydrodynamic version of the code under

the same pulse shape conditions. This is to be expected as the first shock stemming from

this laser pulse is 0(1 Mbar) and the elasticity/plasticity of the material does not play a

role. The ta'get would soon fracture as a result of the RT instability with an initial mass

perturbation of this magnitude. The total energy density of the laser pulse (9 nsec) is 970

kJ/cm2 and the target velocity at 9 nsec is 2.5 x 107 cm/s.

For the shock-free pulse, the laser intensity starts at 107 W/cm2 and increases very

slowly reaching 3 x 1014 W/cm 2 at 28 nsec. See Figure 9a. Shown in Figure 91) is an X -

t - p plot illustrating the target response. A small compression wave begins propagating

through the target at _ 20 nsec; the total stress has reached an amplitude of f 20 kbar

at this time. The peak compressed density is 8.2 gm/cm3 vhich is 12% larger than for

9



the 6 nsec pulse ce'st-. Figuxe 10 dll tratt" thte tdirgrt dkA1'w1.! a!z~~

the beginning of the dcrivt• prtiun of the puL-•- The wup,•ud,. u 0h- nax..n.ul --

var~iationis ISonly 0.ý( This; is close. to thr rt-qLu1izrtma A)40 1. f'o!r:~*>

Note that 4 portion of thi! gTuw~h -.n r-fuMIdin wr sx ±'. tu -1 ;'' *14c~!J

legins to rapidly accvler~itte at ;z27, t~sti For ci'. fŽl- th, o L-~~e

laser pulse (31 nisec) is 1UM kJ/icui and the target teh'witv at 31 .- x W- 10umr

A KrF laser system can 1w st.ceptihie to i vr-v low iritt-tio puz• . i ,

We have exarnined the coms lueneei of twis preptdse- oti the SO )*1(uet.. t~trget rx!

We model the prepulse with an 200O ns pukls with a cxmstant uIten"sIty o(f 10 T,.

laser intensity is strong enough to send weak elastic c)npreh.,fug'htc-l~ioii wav.

the target but does not damage or weak~en tihe targ,-t The ela.stic r,,wv prodlce i w,-:k

erosion on both the front and rear surface of the target See Figurv- 11 Whell this tIage-!

is impacted with either the canonical power-law pul.- or the adiabatic pu t., thert, r bttIh

discernable difference in the results as compared to the cold targvt res-Ijxse.

Ill. Summary and Conclusions

In summary, we have shown that it is possible to influence the impact of the reýsidu;a

nonuniformitie-s inherent in a nonperfect laser beam duriag the start-up phase. (-od, l,,w

density layers, multiple laser wavelengths, shallow angle,, of incid(ince, and thin high-Z

ablators can all significantly reduce the perturbations stemming from an imperf(Tt laser

beam. The perturbation level may be minimized by eliminating th, first shocik in; the. las,:r

pulse by designing a temporally long, slowly rising, truly adiabatic laser pulse A small
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price is paid in Atsvr enttgy and ihydrodyviamic ctficitircv. but t'k- i, i-,,

perturbation levwd is reduced bv nearly an ordcr of magiutudc Lbw th,- 0i, 1• t..

with the canonical power-law pulsAe or with other target desiggIL.
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Figure 4. Isodensity contours at 12 nsec for 300 prm DT target illuminated with ISI laser beam.
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Figure 7. (a) Plot of the rays incident at an angle of 300 on a 330 rnz thick DT target at the

peak of the laser pulse after the target was illuminated with an artificial "x-ray flash". (h)

Plot of the rays at the same angle of incidence and at the same time as (a) but without

the "x-ray flash". Note that there is some evidence for self-focusing.
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Figure 9. (a) Intensity profile for the temporally long, slowly rising laser pulse. (b) x-t-p plot

for the 60 jim thick plastic target (in the center-of-mass frame) for the slowly rising laser

pulse.
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